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BizFed Comments

Please see attached BizFed's comment letter regarding the CEC's recent workshop on indoor air quality.
If you have any questions, please contact Sarah Wiltfong at sarah.wiltfong@bizfed.org.

Additional submitted attachment is included below.
Subject: Pre-Rulemaking for the California 2022 Energy Code Compliance Metrics,
Docket #19-BSTD-03

Dear Commissioners,

We are contacting you on behalf of BizFed, the Los Angeles County Business Federation. We are an alliance of over 200 business associations who represent over 450,000 employers with 4 million employees in Los Angeles County. We appreciate the opportunity to comment on 2022 Energy Code Pre-Rulemaking – Title 24 Indoor Air Quality.

As the largest business advocacy organization in Southern California, BizFed represents a gamut of industries from large to small including health care, construction, housing, restaurants, warehouses, ports, transportation, refineries, fashion, production, tourism, lodging, aerospace, entertainment, sports, retailers and more. We are dependent on them and all of them are dependent on a steady, reliable, cost-effective flow of energy.

The business community is absolutely committed to helping the state achieve clean air goals and will work with the state to find solutions to each unique set of challenges regions and industry sectors have. However, we are concerned that the state is moving forward with narrow plans that do not include business input, is not technology neutral, and does not include proven data that supports claims. Policies made without these critical elements can lead to severe consequences – with little to none of the desired results. Proper ventilation will help resolve the concerns with indoor air quality related to cooking. Even with electric appliances the particulate emissions coming from cooking are still at play, we need to find ways to improve ventilation or make it easier to use instead of imposing costly regulations that will not fully resolve the issue.

Businesses and consumers alike have indicated clearly that they want energy choice. Whether it’s the restaurant that needs natural gas stoves to perfect their craft, the manufacturer that needs energy from natural gas to produce, or the individual that cannot afford the running costs associated with all electric appliances. California is in a severe housing crisis and the need for affordable housing is on the rise. Taking away choices that could lead to economic instability is not a good strategy. The advocacy groups that claim natural gas use indoors has led to severe health impacts is completely unproven and before the CEC moves forward with anymore claims in this regard, a thorough discussion on data must be considered.

What’s more, as with all regulatory items BizFed is engaged in, we are asking our lawmakers and regulators to consider the impacts of COVID-19 on all current and pending policies. Lifestyle and economic trends have changed drastically since the pandemic hit and indicators show that we will not be returning to pre-pandemic lifestyles anytime soon. Businesses have permanently closed, unemployment numbers are staggering, changes in consumer lifestyles and day-to-day behavior have shifted considerably. Policy decisions made previously will not work the same way when they were enacted. Updates to these policies reflecting the current economic status is imperative before the state moves forward with them.

In recent months the rolling blackouts brought a sobering reminder of what the business community has been saying for many years. The grid is at its peak and in order for California’s trillion-dollar economy to remain steady and maintain the lifestyles of millions of
Californians – the state needs a diverse energy portfolio to ensure grid reliability. We cannot risk the health and lives of millions of Californians based on policies that seem to ignore this fact. Moving towards our green air goals can include the use of natural gas with science and creative ingenuity.

Governor Newsom recently signed legislation that expands the definition of biogas to include other forms of waste that can be converted to biofuel. Using our current infrastructure, just converting 20% of our natural gas system with renewable natural gas would result in more greenhouse gas reductions than electrifying all buildings. It is possible to move forward with our green air goals without limiting it to one form of technology and it’s important that the state continue to move forward with an open mind.

In a state that contains the greatest minds in the world, BizFed remains optimistic, despite current circumstances, that we can reach our clean air goals and restore our economy. This takes a thorough process, keeping all sides at the table, and not precluding the end results.

Thank you for your consideration of our letter. If you have any questions, please contact sarah.wiltfong@bizfed.org.

Sincerely,

Sandy Sanchez
BizFed Chair
FivePoint

David Fleming
BizFed Founding Chair

Tracy Hernandez
BizFed Founding CEO
IMPOWER, Inc.
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